JUNE 11, 2019
6:30pm - 9:30pm  Tavern on the Green

JUNE 12, 2019
8:00am - 9:00am  Breakfast & Registration

9:00am - 10:30am  Fireside Stage | Rose Theater
One-on-ones with leaders of unicorn startups, major financial institutions, and regulatory agencies

FIRESIDE
Max Levchin, CEO, Affirm

FIRESIDE
Doug Lebda, CEO, LendingTree

KEYNOTE
Anand Sanwal, CEO, CB Insights

10:30am - 10:50am  Break

10:50am - 12:30pm  Fireside Stage | Rose Theater
One-on-ones with leaders of unicorn startups, major financial institutions, and regulatory agencies

FIRESIDE
David Schwartz, CTO, Ripple

FIRESIDE
Chris Britt, CEO, Chime

PRESENTATION
Is Banking Having its AWS Moment?
Matt Wong, CB Insights

FIRESIDE
Alex Ryu, CEO, Kakaopay

FIRESIDE
Joe Lonsdale, Co-founder, Palantir

VC Stage | Appel Room
Conversations with active investors discussing major fintech trends

INTERVIEW
Frank Rotman, Founding Partner, QED Investors

INTERVIEW
Alexa von Tobel, Founder, Inspired Capital

INTERVIEW
Melissa Guzy, Co-founder, Arbor Ventures

INTERVIEW
Dan Rosen, Founder, Commerce Ventures

INTERVIEW
Matt Harris, Partner, Bain Capital Ventures

AI Stage | Dizzy’s Lounge
Pitches from early-stage startups disrupting fin. services via artificial intelligence

PRESENTERS TO BE ANNOUNCED
12:30pm - 2:00pm  Lunch

2:00pm - 3:25pm  Fireside Stage | Rose Theater
One-on-ones with leaders of unicorn startups, major financial institutions, and regulatory agencies

Fireside
Jay Farner, CEO, Quicken Loans

Presentation
How Will AI Transform Banking?
Deepashri Varadharajan, CB Insights

Fireside
Rishi Khosla, CEO, OakNorth

Fireside
Jan Hammer, General Partner, Index Ventures
Felix Van de Maele, CEO & Co-founder, Collibra

Future Unicorn Stage | Appel Room
Conversations and presentations with startups on their way to $1B valuations

Interview
Jon Stein, CEO, Betterment

Interview
Julian Teicke, CEO, wefox Group

Interview
Geoffrey Prentice, Co-founder, Oriente

Interview
Vishal Garg, CEO, Better.com

3:25pm - 3:50pm  Break

3:50pm - 5:00pm  Fireside Stage | Rose Theater
One-on-ones with leaders of unicorn startups, major financial institutions, and regulatory agencies

Fireside
Stephen Bird, CEO, Citi Global Consumer Banking

Fireside
Steve Streit, CEO, Green Dot

Fireside
Alex Timm, CEO, Root Insurance

Future Unicorn Stage | Appel Room
Conversations and presentations with startups on their way to $1B valuations

Presentations From
Tink, Qapital, Rapyd Chainalysis, TrueAccord, Satispay, Point

*Please note that the schedule is not final and is subject to change. Due to the conversational nature of the event, no discussion topics are guaranteed.
8:00am - 8:45am  Breakfast & Registration

8:45am - 10:30am  Fireside Stage | Rose Theater
One-on-ones with leaders of unicorn startups, major financial institutions, and regulatory agencies

FIRESIDE
Robert Jackson, Commissioner, SEC

FIRESIDE
Will Gaybrick, CPO, Stripe
Marty Chavez, Global Co-head of Securities Division, Goldman Sachs

PRESENTATION
Where Is Big Tech Attacking Financial Services? Arieh Levi, CB Insights

FIRESIDE
Gary Gensler, Former Chair, CFTC

FIRESIDE
Jeremy Allaire, CEO, Circle
Sean Neville, Co-founder, Circle

VC Stage | Appel Room
Conversations with active investors discussing major fintech trends

START TIME: 9:10am

INTERVIEW
Amy Nauiokas, CEO, Anthemis Group

INTERVIEW
Hans Morris, Partner, Nyca Partners

INTERVIEW
Tricia Kemp, Co-founder, Oak HC/FT

INTERVIEW
Victoria Treyger, General Partner, Felicis Ventures

10:30am -11:00am  Break

11:00am - 12:40pm  Fireside Stage | Rose Theater
One-on-ones with leaders of unicorn startups, major financial institutions, and regulatory agencies

FIRESIDE
Jack Zhang, CEO, Airwallex

PRESENTATION
What Is Asia’s Playbook for Inclusive Finance? Matt Wong, CB Insights

FIRESIDE
SG Lee, CEO, Toss

FIRESIDE
Ken Lin, CEO, Credit Karma

FIRESIDE
Bill Crager, Co-founder, Envestnet

Future Unicorn Stage | Appel Room
Conversations and presentations with startups on their way to $1B valuations

INTERVIEW
Noah Kerner, CEO, Acorns

INTERVIEW
Gilles Gade, CEO, Cross River Bank

INTERVIEW
Renaud Laplanche, CEO, Upgrade

PRESENTATIONS FROM
Ladder, Knock, Origami, Nav

Financial Inclusion Stage | Dizzy’s Lounge
Pitches from early-stage startups providing financial services to the underserved

START TIME: 9:10am

PRESENTERS TO BE ANNOUNCED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:40pm - 2:00pm</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2:00pm - 3:40pm | **Fireside Stage | Rose Theater**  
One-on-ones with leaders of unicorn startups, major financial institutions, and regulatory agencies  
**PRESENTATION**  
How Do You Win the Next Generation of Investors? Lindsay Davis, *CB Insights*  
**FIRESIDE**  
Sallie Krawcheck, CEO, *Ellevest*  
**FIRESIDE**  
Mario Schlosser, CEO, *Oscar Health*  
**FIRESIDE**  
Henry Ward, CEO, *Carta*  
**FIRESIDE**  
Henrique Dubugras, CEO, *Brex*  
| 2:00pm - 3:40pm | **Future Unicorn Stage | Appel Room**  
Conversations and presentations with startups on their way to $1B valuations  
**PRESENTATIONS FROM**  
*MoneyLion, Ualá, Tally, Unison* |